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On the Application of Steam-Driven Water Jets for 
Propulsion. Purposes * 
1. M. Burgers 1 and A . Ghaffari : 

Calculations have been made concernin g the momentu m t hat can be given to a jet of 
\Yater bv mixi ng it \"i t h a jet of high-speed steam. Apart from an application of t he equa
tions o(momentum and enthalpy, this raises questions concerning the speed of condensalion 
a nd the acceleration of the Imter. 

1. Introduction 

Basic equations for the change of temperature 
and of momentum to be expected when jets of steam 
and waLer are mixed have been given by Chiarulli 
and Dressler [\ j.3 

The presenL authors extended these calculations 
to a case whe re momentum musl be communicated 
to a jet of water by mixing it with a jet of high
sperd s tram in such a way that complete condensa
tion of the s team will take place. It was thought 
that condensation under constant pressure would have 
cerLain advantages. On the one hand there is a 
much small er loss of useful momen Lum, while on the 
other hand the thermodynamic aspect of the eon
clellsatiOl1 becomes simpler. It wa s also though t 
that there lI'ould be less chance fo r the appeanmcr 
of sho cks. In order to obtain conden alion under 
constant pressure , the chamber in which Lh e condensa
tion takes place must have f1 sec tional area ciecreasing 
in t.he clirectiol1 of the flow (as is f1 pplied in the 
injector for steam locomotives), according to some 
law thaL must be determined. 

It was thought useful to have a concrete example 
in mind with definite numerical values . It was 
assumed therefore that the pressure in the mixing 
chamber should be kept equal to O.S atm. 

The water is supposed to enter into the mlxmg 
chamber in the axial direction , with a velocity 
11,' = ] Om/sec and a temperature of T' = 20 0 C. The 
enthalpy of the water then is II' = 20.1 keal/kg, 
the density p' = 99S kg/m3 • 

Data brLVe been taken from W . Koch and K. 
Schmidt VDI-Wasserclampftafeln (Springer-Verlag, 
1952); since these data are presented in technical 
units, we must make usc to a certain extent of thc 
'system in which the kilogram i~ taken .as tl:e Ul1il, 
of weight or force. 'iiVe shall wnte kg* m thiS case, 
fmd reserve the notation kg when it refers to mass. 

The sLeam used as a driving force is supposed to 
be obtained from a boiler where the temperature is 
about 165 0 C and the pressure 7.5 atm (saturation 
l)reSSU1'e for this temperature). After coming from 
the boiler the steam is superheated to To= 360° C, 
the pressure remaining Po = 7.5 atm. The steam 

. rrhe preparation of this paper was supported by the Office of Kaval Research , 

then has nn enthalpy IIo= 759.4 kcal/kg . It \\~ ill 
be assumed that the expnnsion of the steam from 
7.5 atm to O.S atm occurs wi thout fri ct ion losse 
and without chan ge of entropy . If losses and 
entropy change cannot be avoided , we suppo e 
that they arc eompensatecl for by n suitable in
crease of To and Po, so that we shall still have the 
same data for the expanded state as arc ~'iven 
bolow. After expansion the steam\\-ill then have 
the following properties : 

pressure pIt = 0. , a tm = S,OOO kg */ 1112 

temperature T" = 99 .00 C 
deDsity pIt = 0.462 kg/1113 

en tha lpy JI" = 6:39.4 kct'l / kg 
velocity u" = ] ,00:3 111/ SCC. 

It is assumed that also th e velocity u" of the s tC'am 
is directed ax ially. 

The ent ral1 ce area of the mixin g chamber will be 
clenoLccl by A; of this the part A s is taken in by the 
water jet , and the part A (1 - s) by the s team jet. 

'iiVe write A ", for the sectional area of the mixil1g 
chamber at the point where complete condensation 
has been reached ; Urn for the speed of the water 
when all is condensed ; P,n for the densiLy of this 
water, for whieh we shall u e a mean value p",= 985 
kg/m3 ; further Tm for its temperature, lIm for its 
enthalpy. \Ye note that Lhe mechanica.l equivalen t 
of heat in technical units is J = 427 kg*m per keal; 
and that g= acceleration of gravity=9.S m/sec2• 

2. Basic Equations for the Mixing Process 

The following equations hold [or the mlXll1g 
process: 
Equation oj continuity : 

A s p'u' + A (1- 8) pIt u" = A m Pm Urn· (1) 

When numbers are inserted, we solve for (Am/A ) U m 

and obtain: 

(2) 

U. . Navy. Equation 0" momentum: 
1 Guest worker, National Bureau of S tandards, from American Unh'ers ity; 'J 

.a nd University oC IVlaryland . 
, National Bure~u of Stan dards, and on leave from T eheran Uni versity. A s p' U' 2 + A (1- s) pIt U"2 = Am Pm u m2• (3) 
3 Figures in b rackets ind icate the literature references at tbe end of this paper. 
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Inserting numerical values we find: 

(4) 

Equation oj enthalpy: 

Asp'u' (H' + u'2/2gJ) +A(l-s) p"u"(H" +U" 2/2gJ) 

Inserting numerical values we arrive at: 

From eqs (4) and (2) we can obtain Um; from (6) and 
(2) we obtain H m+um2/2gJ and then Hm itself ; from 
the latter quantity the temperature of the water can 
be found. It is also possible to find (Am/A). 

The condensed water has the speed U m and the 
pressure Pm = p' = 8,000 kg*/m2. When it is to be 
used for propulsion, it may have to be driven out 
against a higher pressure Pe. In such a case it will 
be appropriate after the mixing to make the water 
flow through an expanding duct, in which the velocity 
decreases from the value U m to a value u., adjusted so 
that the pressure will increase from Pm to Pe. In 
what follows we have assumed: P e=2.0 atm= 
20,000 kg*/m2. We then find: 

(7) 

Formulas for other values of Pe can easily be derivcd. 
The equations can be worked out for various 

values of s. After some trials it was found that 
s= 0.5 gave a convenient case. Larger values of s 
(meaning that more water is admitted in the mixing 
chamber in comparison with the steam) make the 
exit speed rather low; smaller values of s (meaning 
that more steam is used in comparison with the 
water) make the final temperature higher and may 
lead to incomplete condensation. With s=0.5 the 
following results are obtained: 

u m= 54.5 m/sec 
u e= 52.3 m/sec 

H m=52.9 kcal/kg 
T m=52 .9° C 

Am/A = 0.096. 

To the temperature T m corresponds a saturation 
pressure of 1,450 kg* /m2. Since the pressure in the 
mixing chamber is 8,000 kg* /m2, it was thought that 
there would be no danger for incomplete condensa
tion provided the time for condensation is not made 
too short (see section 4). 

3 . Momentum and Efficiency of the :Issuing 
Jet 

The total mass flow of water in the issuing jet is: 

A m Pm Um kg/sec=Am 'Ym um/g technical units of 

mass per second. (8) 

Here 'Ym is used to represent the specific weight of the 
water, which, when expressed in kg* /m3, is given by 
the same number 985 as for its density in kg/m3• 

When the jet is applied to drive an underwater 
object with a speed of 1,- m/sec, the usual arrange
ment will be that the water is taken out of the sur
roundings, where it had the speed 1l relative to the 
object, while it is reissued as a jet with the speed U e 
relative to this object. Hence the thrust to be ob
tained is given by: 

thrust = (Am 'Ym Urn/g) (ue- V) kg*. (9) 

The useful work done in unit of time is : 

power = (Am 'Ym u",/g) (ue- "q V kg*m/sec. (10) 

It may be possible to choose 1- so that this expres
sion has a maximal valu':); this occurs when "V= -! U e• 
We then find: " 

thrust= -! (Am 'Ym Um/g) Ue kg* (9a) 

power = i (Am 'Ym Um/g) u~ kg*m/sec. (lOa) 

Inser ting numerical valu es with s= 0.5 , we arrive at: 

thrust= approx 13,800 A kg* (9b) 

power = approx 360,000 A kg*m/sec. (lOb) 

In these formulas A is expressed in m2 • \ iVhen the 
entrance area of the mixing chamber is taken as 
100 cm2 = 0.01 m 2, the values become: 

tlu'ust = approx 138 kg* (9c) 

power = approx 3,600 kg*m/sec. (lOc) 

In order to obtain a rough idea concerning the 
efficiency of the arrangement, we will consider only 
the energy used for the steam production. We have 
assumed that the water needed for this purpose is 
taken from the surroundings, at the temperature of 
20° C, so that the enthalpy is 20.1 kcal/kg. It 
follows that per kg water to be turned into steam, 
the enthalpy difference H o- H' = 759.4 - 20.1 = 739. 3 
kcal is needed. Since the mass of the steam needed 
per second is given by A (l -s) p" u" = A (1-s) X 463 
kg/sec, the energy required per second is: 

A (1-s)X463X 739.3 X 427 kg*m/sec. 

With 8= 0.5 this becomes: A X O.73 X I08 kg*m/sec, 
and for A = O.Ol m2 the energy required (at least) is 
730,000 kg*m/sec. This would give a maximal 
efficiency of 

3,600/730,000 = 0.0049 . 

The low value of the efficiency should not be used 
as a measure for the merits or demerits of the system, 
since its merit is in the simpli city of operation. 
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4. Speed of Condensation 

For complete condensation not only a suffi cien t 
difference must be maintained between the pressure 
in the mixing chamber and the saturation pressure 
at the temperature after the condensation , but there 
i involved also a question of time. 

It is desirable that the condensation should require 
not too much time, since otherwise a mixing chamber 
of considerable dimensions will be needed in view of 
th e velocity of the water which rises from u' = 10 
m/see to u m = 54.5 m/sec. In order to have a definite 
ca e it was thought that each element of volume of 
the water should stay not longer than 0.1 sec in the 
mixing chamber. The problem is whether complete 
condensation will be possible under this condition. 
Becnuse we have condensation 01' steam in the 
presence of water, Lhe ques tion of obtaining a suffi
·cient number of condensation nuclei does not present 
itself, but tbe important matter is to have a sufficient 

urface area of the waLer in order to make rapid 
conden sation possible. 

The speed of condensation depends on two facto rs: 
(a) 'Wh ether the difI'erence between the pressure in 
the steam and the saturation pressure at the water 
surface will accelerate Lh e steam suffi cien tlv rapidly 
in order Lhat it can r each the water urface within 
the time limi t set above; and (b) wh ether the h eat 
Jiberated b \' the conde ll ation ca ll flow off towards 
the interim'· of the wa leI' sufficienLly rapidly. The 
latter problem depends on heat co ndu ction and a 
simple estimaLe gave tllC impression that th is was 
the r eally important quest ion. 

In tre'ating the problem of heat conduction into 
the interior a mathematical difficulty presenLs itself 
in consequ cnce of the circumstance that the co n
densation adds waLeI' to Lhe ah'ead~' existing surface, 
so that the surface where condensation ocems dis
places itself wi th t ime. For the case of a plane 
surface a treatment will be given (a) based on the 
ordinary solution of the one-dimensional heat equa
tion, in which this displacement is neglected; and 
(b) on a solution in which the displacement is taken 
in to accollnt according to a method indicated by 
I . 1. Kolodner [2]. 

The equation for the heat conduction in one di
mension is, 

(ll) 

where y is the distance measured from the surfa~e 
of the water inwards. Here K = A/ pO, where A IS 
the therma,l conductivity of the water; p is the 
density and 0 is the specific heat. For A we can t.ake 
(approximately) 1.4 X 10- 3 cal sec-1 cm-1 °0 - 1 ; in 
c-g-s uni ts p= l and 0 = 1, so tha t K has the value 
1.4 X lO- 3 cm 2 sec- 1• 

When the initial temperature of the water is 
T' (=20° C) and the surface on which the steam 
condenses acquires a temperature Ts (= 93° C, the 
saturation temperatme for the pressure of O.S atm), 
the appropriate solution of the equation is, 

T = T' + a (l - erf ~). 
2{;i, 

(12) 

When we neglect the dislJZaCement oj the surjace , we 
must have T = T s for y = O, which gives, 

a= Ts- T' = 73°C. (13 ) 

The heat flow to the interior then becomes (per cm2 

and per sec) 

q=-A (OT) = pO(Ts- T' ) I K . (14) 
oy 0 -V 7rt 

The heat flowing to the interior in the time tis, 

2 - _ 
qt=-;- pO (Ts- T' ).JKl ';;;t,3.0S,;t calJcm 2• (15) ,11' 

Taking t=O.l sec we find , 

qt=0.975 calJem? (15a) 

The amount of heat to be Laken up by t be water 
is found a follow : There en LeI'S into lhe mixing 
chamber per second , A (l - s ) p"u" kg steam." 

This steam is condensed in to wa tel' with a temper
ature of at most 53° C (for s = 0. 5). We take as 
mean temperature oJthe water: (20°+ 53°) /2= 36° .5 . 
The steam ha the enthalpy H " = 639.4 kcal/kg. 
The heat to be taken up by the water entering into 
the mixing chamber is given by the loss in enthalpy 
plus k inetic e nergy of t.he s team on con~ ensatlOn . 
Since the enthalpy plus bnetLC .enel'g~- ofa gIven 11?-a s 
of steam remains the same as Its value m the bOll er, 
sa~- 759.4 kcal/k:g, and ince the kinetic energ.~· of the 
water is 0.1 kcal/kg, t he rate at \dnch h eat I taken 
up by the water is 

A(l-s)p"u" (759.4 - 36 .5- 0.1 ) 

= A X O.5 X O.462 X 1,003 X 722 .S 

';;;t, 1.675 X I08 A kcal/sec= 1.675 X 108 A cal/sec. 

If we divide this b:v q we find that per second a sur
face of 

1.675 X 108 XA /0.975 X 1.72 X 108 A cm2 

must be available. 

There enters the mass of water, 

Asp' u' kg/sec = 5,000 A kg/sec= 5X I06 A a/sec, 

which has the volume 5 X 106 

A cm3/see (p'= l ,OOO kg/m3 and u' = 10 m/sec). 

It thus follows that per cm3 of water we must h aye 
a surface area of 

1.72 X 108/5 X 106=34.4 cm2/cm3• 

When the water is dispersed into drops of radius R, 
the ratio of area to volume is 3/R . Hence we re
quire drops of a radius no t larger than 0.104 em, 
that is, drops of a diameter of about 2 mm. 

• I n this formulas A is expressed as m '. H owever, this does not effect t he reo 
snIts since A fina lly drops out. 
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When the displacement oj the surface must be taken 
into account, we assume (following Kolodner [2]) 
that the surface at time t finds itself at a position, 

X=2b~Kt . (16) 

vVe now must have T = Ts for y =-X =-2b , !;d. 
Instead of (13 ) this gives, 

Ts- T' = a(l + erf b). (17 ) 

A second condition relating a and b is founel by con
sidering the ba.lance between the hea t liberated by 
t he condensation and the heat flowing to the interior; 
it can b e \Hitten, 

(oT) dX . I~ 
q= -t.. oy y~-X = pL Tt= pLC -V t' 

\\"hrre L = H" - 36.5 = 603 kca.l jkg = 608 cuI /g. 
,\Yi th (12) and (16) we obtain 

t..a ~~ /- exp (- b2)= pLb -
'\ 7rKt t 

(18) 

The time fuctor drops out, and with t.. = pCK we find, 

(19) 

Substituting this into (17 ) we arrive at 

(20) 

x ow ,,-ith thc data used above 

C (Ts - T' )jL,hr = 0.068 ; 
thu s 

b= 0.064 , and a= 68.8° C. 

From (18 ) \re now obtain 

Again tnking t= O.l we find 

instead of 0.975 cal jcm2 as given by (15a). 
It appears from these calculations that the effect 

of the condensation of water upon the surface makes 
the heat flow to the interior somewhat smaller, 
although the difference remains below 10 percent. 

Since it is neeessa.ry to disperse the water into fine 
drops in order to guarantee a sufficient condensation 
nrra., the calculations must be repeated for a spher
ieal surface. This has been done only for the case 
where the displacement of the surface is neglected, 
in view of the mathematical difficulties involved in 
n more complete calculntion. In this case it appears 

that with spherical drops the hen.t flow to the in
terior is smaller than with a plane surface. Probably 
the effrct of the condensation upon the surface will 
agi:Jin give a further reduction by at most 10 percent. 

Although the calculations cannot ea,sily be made 
precise, they make it possible to obtain an estimate 
for the total surface area needed for the water 
entering into the mixing chamber per second , in order 
to allow the condensation of all the steam entering 
in the same period , when it is a.ssumed that each 
water droplet will stay in the mixing chamber not 
over 0.1 sec. Fine dispersion of the water is neces
sary, in such a way that the drop size should be of 
about 2 mm in diametC'r, ,Vhen this cannot be 
obtained, much more time must be allowed for the 
condensation . 

5. Equations of Motion for the Water Drop
lets 

Provisionnl equations have been devcloperl for the 
motion of the wa,ter droplets in the mixing chamber, 
in order to filld their speed as a. function of the 
distance traversed . This is need ed for the determi
nation of the c)'oss-sectionn.l nrea which the mixing 
chamber must have at various distances from its 
entrance. 

For this purpose it is assumed that the water has 
already been dispersed into fine drops and it is 
supposed that condensation takes place on these 
chops, so that no new drops are formed . 

The speed of the water drops will be denoted by 
u' ; this speed increases with time, and we can a.lso 
consider u' to be a function of the coordinate x 
measured along the axis of the mixing chamber. "lYe 
then can write for the ch'ops, dx = u' dt , and express 
their acceleration as , du' jdt = u' (du' jdx) . 

The speed of the steam will be denoted by ul!. 
Also this speed can bc a function of :r. 

,Ve assume that the mixture of steam and wn,tel' 
retains a constant pressm'e , and tha.t the stenm 
retains a constant temperature Til. The density of 
the steam, pI! , will then be constnn t. The tempera
ture of the water droplets, on the other hand , 
increases in consequence of the condensation of 
steam upon them. The density of the water drops 
pi will be considered as constant. 

We shall write A x for the sectional area of the 
mixing chamber at the position x. Let the number 
of water drops per unit volume at x be n ; the number 
of chops crossing a section of the chamber per second 
is then given by, 

N = A xnu' . (21 ) 

As mentioned it is supposed that no new drops are 
formed; when the state of motion is stationa,ry the 
quantity N must be a constant (independent of t 
and x), 

The volume of a, drop will be written , w= 47rR3j3. 
The mass of steam condensing on a single drop in 

unit time will be denoted by iVI, which may be a 
function of x . We then have, 

pi dw/dt=i\if. (22) 
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The speed of the drops increa ses in consequence 
of tho momentum gained from the eonciensing steam. 
Thi s momentum is given by M U" pc)' econcl. It 
is possible thnt there is also a friclional forco f 
ncting on the drops in surplus of the direct gn,in of 
momentum (it may be , however, that a close)' 
analysis of the phenomenon of condensation will 
lend to the result that i =O, since the team in t he 
neighborhood of the drop will flow towa,rcls t11e drop , 
so that there will be no npprecinble shearing effect 
at the surface of the drop). 

K eeping both tho direct transfer of momen Lum 
J1 u" and the frictional force} in the equations , \I'e 
ob tain fo), a single drop , 

p' d(wu') /dt = }.£ u" +}, 

from \I'hi eb , with the aid of (22), 

p' 'tv du' /dt= J.£ (u" - u' )+f. 

(23) 

(24) 

To form t he conservntion equation s for the mix
t ure of stemn nnd drops we observe that the' pnrt of 
nny section A x taken in by watcr is given byA xnw, 
while tho pa,rt taken in by steam is A x(1 - nw) . 
Complete condensation will have oceuJ'J'ed when nw 
ha s become equa.! to unity. 

The equfLtion of cont inuity Lakes th e form , 

(25) 

The equation of momenLum become' (sin ce the 
pressure is constant), 

Ii xnwp'u'2+ A x (l- nw) p"u"2= constanL= J{z. (26) 

The equation of enthfLlpy tmnsport cnn be added to 
t hese equations; it can be llsec/ to find the tempera
tu re of the chops. liVe shall omit it here . 

From eq (25) and (16) wo dedu ce, 

A xnw p'u' ('It'' - u' )=J{,u" - J{z. (27) 

'With the nid of (21) this can be written , 

Np'w(u" - u') = I{lu" - I{z. 

Differentintion with respect to the time gives, 

. v p' (u" - u') (dw/dt) + N p'w(elu" /elt) - N p'w(du' /elt) 

= J{l(elu"/dt ), 

from \I'hi ch , 

(J{l- N p' '1.0) (elu" felt) = - Nf. (28 ) 

I t fol lows that the speed of the stefLm u" changes 
only if there is an extra [rietional force f. 

Equ ation s (25 ), (26), nnd (21) can be u cd to 
expre A x and n ns function s of th e othor variables, 

(p' u' - P"U" )J{2- (p'u' Z_ p"U"Z)J{I 
p'p"u'u" (u" - u' ) , 

(29) 

'lv(( p' U' - p"u")I{z- (p'U' 2- p"U"2)J{,] 
(30) 

The central problem is situated in Lho followin g 
three eq ua tions, 

dw/dt = 1v1/ p' 

du' /dt= (J[(u" - u' ) +.fJ / p'w 

du" /dt = - j / (K Jl\'- p'w ). 

If we attempt to n('glecl ./, the last equ ation give 
u" = col1stu,nt. IVe then obtain from the oLhcr Lwo 
equations, 

dw/du' = w/ (u" - u' ), 

the in Legrnl of \rhich is, 

w(u" - u' )= consLan l. 

If we kno\\T Lhe volume of the individunl wa ter 
drops at the e'ntran ce of tho mixing chamber (:1:=0), 
and if wo make a scale [01' u' (wo know Lhat u' 
in creases from the value ] 0 m /sec t o Lhe value 54.5 
m/sec with 8= 0.5) we efln find th(' course of '1.0 as a 
fun ction of u'. 

Equation (30) then gives the eO l'l'esponding value 
of n . 'iVhel1 nw= 1, the process is comploted . 
Finally eq (29) would givo Lho cross-sectional area 
A x as a function of u'. 

What remains is to find the l'claLion botween u' 
and J' . This is determined by the equaLion 

du' /d:J.' = (du' /dt )/u' = M (u" - u' )/ p'u'w , 

whore clu' /elt is obtained from (23) wiLh } = O. In 
oreler to integrate this equation it is necessary to 
know 11£, fLnel this must follow the analysis of Lhe 
eondensation process . 
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